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ABSTRACT

META-RAPS FOR A BI-OBJECTIVE UNRELATED PARALLEL MACHINE
SCHEDULING PROBLEM

Nixon Dcoutho, M.S.
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Reinaldo Moraga, Director

This thesis discusses the capability and effectiveness of a meta-heuristic for Randomized Priority
Search to solve multi-objective problems. The multi-objective problem of unrelated parallel
machine scheduling is considered in the thesis. The two objectives to minimize are total
weighted tardiness and total weighted completion time. Two approaches are suggested to solve
the problem. The first approach uses an existing construction rule in the literature named
Apparent Tardiness Cost-bi heuristic, which is used as the basis for the meta-heuristic
construction phase in Meta-RaPS to generate non-dominated solutions. The computational
results obtained are promising when results of the meta-heuristic approach proposed are
compared with those of the original construction rule. In the second approach, memory
mechanism is incorporated in the construction phase of Meta-RaPS to solve the problem. The
computational results obtained show that Meta-RaPS performs better with memory. This thesis
illustrates that the meta-heuristic approach proposed is effective and flexible enough to generate
Pareto frontiers in order to solve multi-objective scheduling problems.

Keywords: multiple objective; unrelated parallel machine; meta-heuristics; Meta-RaPS; memory
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Scheduling refers to a decision-making process of allocating resources to a set of jobs in
order to achieve a particular objective. Scheduling can be applied in many industries such as
manufacturing, transportation, services and healthcare. In general, manufacturing scheduling
environments can occur in single stage or in multiple stages. Single and parallel machines fall
under single-stage environment, whereas flow shops, job shops and open shops are in a multistage environment. In the case of parallel machines, they can be classified into three types:
identical, uniform or unrelated machines. This thesis considers the single-stage unrelated
parallel machine environment.

In real-world applications, scheduling on single-stage environment may not be just
restricted to one objective. The necessity to study multiple objectives simultaneously is
cumulative in the present scenario, which is in line to the perpetual requirement of achieving
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advanced efficiency while reducing cost. The literature addresses numerous objectives for
single-stage environment scheduling problems and the commonly addressed objectives are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Objective Function
Objective Function
Makespan

Symbol
Cmax

Maximum Lateness

Lmax

Total weighted
completion time

∑ wj Cj

Total weighted
tardiness
Weighted number of
tardy jobs

∑wj Tj
∑ wj Uj

Description
Completion time of the last
job processed on the
machine
Maximum deviation of
completion time from its
due date
Sum of the weighted
completion time of all the
jobs
Sum of the weighted
tardiness of all the jobs
Sum of the weighted
number of tardy jobs

Significance
Improves machine
utilization
Avoid delay in
process
Reduces inventory
cost
Increases customer
satisfaction
System efficiency

Scheduling problems with more than one objective function is referred to in literature as
multi-objective scheduling, which is the process of finding a schedule that systematically and
simultaneously improves all the addressed objective functions. Multi-objective scheduling
problems (MOSP) could be either linear or nonlinear in nature but most of the practical
scenarios are nonlinear (Lei, 2009). This thesis addresses MOSP of total weighted tardiness
and total weighted completion time.

Meta-heuristics are widely preferred to solve MOSP since they have the capability to
generate near-optimal solutions under polynomial time. For example, Genetic Algorithm
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(GA), Simulated Annealing (SA), Greedy Randomized Search Procedure (GRASP), Tabu
Search (TS), Ant Colony Optimization and Particle Swarm Optimization are a few of the
meta-heuristics. Meta-heuristic for Randomized Priority Search (Meta-RaPS) is the focus of
study in this thesis. Meta-RaPS consists of construction and improvement phase but this thesis
only implements construction phase of Meta-RaPS to solve the MOSP. Construction phase of
Meta-RaPS is the intelligent section that generates good solution and such solutions can lead
to reduced time on improvement phase, so in this thesis the focus is on only using
construction phase of Meta-RaPS. Additionally, construction phase is strengthened by
incorporating memory capabilities, and the effectiveness of this approach is evaluated using
the proposed problem. The proposed problem is described in detail in the next section.

1.2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The primary objective of this thesis is to show the effectiveness and feasibility of MetaRaPS to solve multi-objective scheduling problems by modifying an existing heuristic found
in the literature as well as by incorporating memory into the construction phase. The
performance of Meta-RaPS has been evaluated using the problem of unrelated parallel
machine scheduling with minimization of total weighted tardiness and total weighted
completion time. The same problem with minimization of only makespan (

) is

considered NP-hard by Karp (1972), so its multi-objective version is assumed to be NP-hard.
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The proposed problem could be denoted as
from Pinedo (2002), where

∑

∑

using notations

represents m unrelated parallel machine and may be described

as a set of n independent jobs to be processed without preemption on any of the m unrelated
parallel machines. Each machine m is capable of processing only one job at a time with
processing time pjm. It is assumed that all jobs are available at time zero. Job j has a
processing time on machine m represented as pjm, a due date dj, a completion time Cj and a
weight wj. In addition, a weighted tardiness penalty is incurred for each time unit of tardiness
Tj, given by Tj = max (0, Cj – dj).

∑

is the total weighted tardiness and ∑

is

the total weighted completion time of all the n independent jobs. Hence the problem can be
formally stated as: Find a schedule S that minimizes the objective functions f1(S) =∑
and f2(S) =∑

. A basic configuration of the unrelated parallel machine environment is

shown in Figure 1. A mathematical model of the proposed problem is described in the next
section and the model could be used to find optimal solutions.

Machine 1
pj1
Machine 2
pj2
Job n

Job 2

Job 1

Machine m
pjm
Figure 1. Unrelated parallel machine environment
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1.3 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

A mathematical model for the proposed problem is given below which is similar to the
model shown in Kayvanfar, Aalaei, Hosseininia, & Rajabi (2014).

Notations

k

Machine index, k=1,........,M

j

Job index, j=1,.........,N

M

Total number of machines used

N

Total number of jobs to be processed

Pjk

Processing time of job j on machine k

dj

Due date of job j

wj

Weight assigned to job j

Decision Variables

Cj,k

Completion time of job j on machine k

Tj

Tardiness of job j

xi,j,k

1, if job i precedes job j on machine k
0, otherwise
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Mathematical Formulation

∑∑

∑

∑

∑

(

{

)

}

where U is a large positive number.

The objective functions to minimize are total weighted completion and total weighted
tardiness. Constraint (1) ensures that every job j is assigned to only one machine and can
precede only one job. Constraint (2) limits the dummy job 0 to have a maximum of one
successor on each machine. Constraint (3) ensures that every job h has exactly one successor.
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Constraint (4) sets the value zero for the completion time of dummy job 0. Constraint (5)
ensures that the completion time for a job j is greater than its preceding job completion time.
Constraint (6) restricts the minimum possible value of tardiness for each job j. Constraint (7)
is the non-negativity constraint. Constraint (8) restricts the possible value for xi,j,k.

1.4 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The primary goal of this thesis is to implement memory in construction phase of MetaRaPS and solve unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem with multi-objectives along
with testing the effectiveness and feasibility of Meta-RaPS to solve multi-objective
scheduling problems by modifying an existing heuristic found in the literature. Finally, a new
construction mechanism is designed to solve the problem.

Scope of the thesis focuses on improving construction phase of Meta-RaPS and
improvement phase of Meta-RaPS is not implemented. A known heuristic from the literature
will be used as the priority rule as well as a new priority rule created in this thesis will be
implemented in the construction phase. Also construction phase will be enhanced with a
memory module. The results will be compared and analyzed by using Pareto frontiers.
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1.5 BENEFITS AND DELIVERABLES

This thesis offers several benefits to the literature such as usage of memory capability in
construction phase of Meta-RaPS. This study shows the ability of Meta-RaPS to improve
plain heuristic approaches and also suggests a new construction mechanism to solve the
unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem with the goal of minimizing total weighted
tardiness and total weighted completion times.

1.6 OVERVIEW

In the rest of this thesis, Chapter 2 discusses the existing research on unrelated parallel
machines with multi-objectives and memory usage in meta-heuristics. Chapter 3 provides an
overview of Meta-RaPS as well as presents a detailed description of a construction
mechanism that will be used. Chapter 4 provides an overview of memory design in MetaRaPS and describes its application. Results and Pareto frontiers are shown in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and discusses future research opportunities.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section gives an overview of the existing literature on unrelated parallel machine
with MOSP, applications of Meta-RaPS, and the use of memory techniques in metaheuristics. This chapter provides a clear-cut concept of existing methodologies and the need
of this thesis research.

2.1 UNRELATED PARALLEL MACHINE MULTI-OBJECTIVE PROBLEM

Based on a survey conducted by Lei (2009), multi-objective scheduling problems on
unrelated parallel machines is an area that has not been explored well enough as compared to
others. The same remark is obtained by a literature review conducted by Kayvanfar, Aalaei,
Hosseininia, and Rajabi (2014). In general, methods for solving multi-objective unrelated
parallel machine scheduling problems can be broadly classified into three groups: priori
methods, posteriori methods, and interactive methods. Interactive methods search for feasible
solutions by interacting with the decision-maker preferences; however, such method becomes
complex for large problems as the decision maker requires more interacting time, leading to
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higher computational efforts. A priori method enables decision maker to set objectives
priorities before the search process starts. To the best of our knowledge there are no
approaches in the literature that use priori method to solve the proposed problem in this
thesis; however, Eren (2009) proposed a priori method to minimize a single scalar objective
function of total tardiness and total earliness.

Posteriori method generates all non-dominated solutions and then the decision maker
selects one from the pool according to his preferences. This approach seems to have more
practical benefits in real-world applications as it provides more flexibility to the decisionmaking process.

A few researchers used heuristics methods to solve multi-objective scheduling problems
on unrelated parallel machines. For example, Kayvanfar, Komaki, Aalaei, & Zandieh (2014)
address the problem of minimizing total tardiness and total earliness with a restriction on
processing times. They propose a heuristic known as a Parallel Net Benefit Compression-Net
Benefit Expansion (PNBC–NBE) as well as genetic algorithm (GA) - based meta-heuristics.
The GA-based meta-heuristic shows promising results when compared to PNBC-NBE
heuristics. Lin, Fowler, and Pfund (2013) use a heuristic known as Apparent Tardiness Costbi (ATC-bi) to solve multi-objective unrelated parallel machine scheduling with the goal of
minimizing total weighted tardiness and total weighted completion time. ATC-bi is a good
construction mechanism that outperforms genetic algorithm.
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The literature is relatively more abundant with articles reporting the use of metaheuristics to solve multi-objective unrelated parallel machine scheduling problems due to
their easy application and ability to generate solutions under polynomial time (Lei, 2009).
Moghaddam, Taheri, Bazzazi, Izadi, and Sassani (2009) use GA to minimize the total
completion time and the number of tardy jobs on unrelated parallel machines. GA works on
the principle of natural evolution of living organisms and survival of the fittest is one of the
important parameters to generate solutions. In this GA approach, crossover and mutations
enable exploration as well as exploitation to create new solutions, but such effort takes a lot
of time to access feasible solutions. The results are promising when compared to optimal
solutions with only about 12% of deviation.

Chyu and Chang (2010) address multi-objective unrelated parallel machine scheduling
problem using a Pareto evolutionary algorithm to minimize total tardiness and total flow
time. The algorithm uses random key, which is a robust representation that helps to maintain
feasibility from parent to offspring (Bean, 1993), and weighted bipartite matching helps to
find the best match that would generate feasible offspring. Results of the evolutionary
algorithm outperform multi-objective simulated annealing algorithms on the basis of
computational time.

Torabi, Sahebjamnia, Mansouri, and Bajestani (2013) developed a Multi-Objective
Particle Swamp Optimization algorithm (MOPSO) in order to minimize the makespan and
the total tardiness with restriction on processing time and sequence-dependent setup times.
MOPSO is a population-based stochastic optimization algorithm inspired by the social
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behavior of birds and insects (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995). This paper proposes a posteriori
MOPSO approach to generate a Pareto-optimal frontier and differs from conventional
MOPSO (CMOPSO) in the way of selecting social and cognitive leaders. The results show
that proposed MOPSO outperforms CMOPSO.

Nogueira, Arroyo, Villadiego, and Goncalves (2014) use a Greedy Randomized Adaptive
Search Procedure (GRASP) to solve multi-objective unrelated parallel machine scheduling
with the goal of minimizing total tardiness and total earliness. GRASP is a multistart twophase method basically consisting of a solution construction phase and improvement phase
(Feo & Resende, 1995). Nogueira et al. propose three approaches: a basic GRASP,
GRASP+PR and GRASP+ILS+PR. Basic GRASP solves the problem within the limitation
of standard GRASP framework that builds solutions by adding one by one to a partial
solution to create a feasible solution and then investigates neighborhood using local search
techniques. GRASP+PR enhances the basic GRASP mechanism by adding path relinking,
which is an amplified strategy to combine the best solutions obtained in the iterative process.
GRASP+ILS+PR is a hybrid heuristic that combines the GRASP with Iterated Local Search
(ILS) meta-heuristics. “ILS replaces the standard local search techniques in GRASP. ILS is
an iterative algorithm that at every iteration applies perturbations to local optimum solutions
and the resulting perturbed solutions are then submitted to a local search” (Nogueira, Arroyo,
Villadiego, & Goncalves, 2014, p. 62). For small instance problems, all three heuristics
generates optimal solution but as the size of the problem increases GRASP+ILS+PR and
GRASP+PR outperforms basic GRASP.
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Except for GRASP, most of the meta-heuristics reported in literature are based on local
search mechanisms to solve multi-objective unrelated parallel machine scheduling problems.
In such meta-heuristics there is no balance between the searching time occupied to construct
and improve solutions. Most of them spend much of their time on local search at the expense
of the use of construction techniques. This thesis presents a meta-heuristic for Randomized
Priority Search (Meta-RaPS) to solve the unrelated parallel machine problem with
minimization of total weighted tardiness and total weighted completion time. Meta-RaPS
applications and a brief idea of the methodology for this thesis are described in Section 2.2.

The thesis problem has more significance since unrelated parallel machine environment
with multi-objectives occurs practically in many industries such as manufacturing, service,
logistics and supply chain. Service industry is one of the most challenging sectors as there is
a constant effort to maximize performance efficiency and customer satisfaction. For example,
the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) is a service industry which fits within unrelated
parallel machine environment. A DMV teller represents a machine and the customer is
equivalent to a job. At any moment, n number of customers will be present at the DMV who
need various services, and these services need to be provided by the teller. The processing
time of a service varies from each teller station to another so the goal is to assign each
customer to an appropriate teller such that it would maximize performance efficiency as well
as increase customer satisfaction. Many such practical situations could be modeled and
represented as the thesis problem; hence, the methodologies provided in this thesis have wide
range of applications.
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2.2 META-RAPS APPLICATIONS

Meta-RaPS can be defined as a generic, high-level strategy used to modify construction
heuristics based on the insertion of randomness (DePuy, Moraga, & Whitehouse, 2005).
Meta-RaPS seeks to strike a balance between the usage of construction and improvement
phase. It is a modified version of COMSOAL (Computer Method of Sequencing Operations
for Assembly Lines), which is a computer heuristic approach to solve assembly-line balancing
problems proposed by Arcus (1966). Meta-RaPS can be seen as a more general case than
GRASP (DePuy et al., 2005). Meta-RaPS has been successfully used to solve a travelling
salesman problem by DePuy, Moraga, and Whitehouse (2005), early/tardy single machine
scheduling problem by Hepdogan, Moraga, DePuy, and Whitehouse (2009) and spatial
scheduling problem with release times by Garcia and Rabadi (2011). Rabadi, Moraga, &
Salem (2006) used Meta-RaPS on unrelated parallel machines to minimize makespan with
sequence-dependent setup times.

Some attempts are reported in literature to solve multi-objective problems using MetaRaPS. For example, Guo (2013) used Meta-RaPS to solve multi-objective flexible flow shop
scheduling problems with the goal of minimizing total tardiness and makespan. Wang (2007)
addresses the problem of single machine scheduling with multi-objectives. However, as of
now there is no reported work which uses Meta-RaPS to solve the problem proposed in this
thesis.
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Therefore, the primary goal of this thesis is to embed the ATC-bi construction rule into
the Meta-RaPS framework in order to generate good-quality solutions for the problem
proposed. Pareto frontier solutions are generated with modified Meta-RaPS and the results are
compared with ATC-bi heuristic. Additionally, a new construction rule is also created within
Meta-RaPS framework to solve the problem of unrelated parallel machine with objectives
total weighted tardiness and total weighted completion time.

2.3 META-HEURISTICS AND MEMORY

Usage of memory-based meta-heuristics is common in literature due to its practical
applications and capability to produce high-quality solutions. Tabu Search (TS), GA, Scatter
Search (SS) and Ant Systems (AS) are some of the most famous approaches in this category.
All these methods generate an initial solution and use local search techniques to improve the
solution. During local search, it stores the current solution or characteristics of the solution in
memory for guiding the direction of solution search in future iterations.

TS is the first meta-heuristic which has been designed explicitly with a memory (Glover
& Laguna, 1997). The basic concept of TS is to allow local search whenever it encounters a
local optimum by accepting non-improving moves. Two of the most important memory
structures included in TS are recency and frequency. The recency tracks any changes made to
the solution attributes in the near past, whereas frequency defines ratio for the number of
iterations an attribute has changed.
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Melian (2006) uses memory mechanisms based on TS and SS to improve the Variable
Neighborhood Search (VNS) meta-heuristic for the combined Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
and Wavelength Division Multiplex equipment planning and routing problem and the result
shows that adaptive memory mechanism performs better. Based on literature survey by
Taillard, Gambardella, Gendreau, & Potvin (2001), most of the meta-heurstics use memory
to enhance local search techniques (improvement phase) and use less memory capabilties to
generate an initial solution as a result, spending less time to construct a solution and more
time on improvement techniques.

Meta-RaPS is designed as a memory-less meta-heuristic but there has been little research
that tries to incorporate memory into the Meta-RaPS framework. Arin and Rabadi (2013)
implement memory in the improvement phase of Meta-RaPS to solve 0-1 multidimensional
knapsack problem. Al-Duoli and Rabadi (2013) use surpervised machine learning to solve
the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP). Most of the techniques trying to
incorporate memory in Meta-RaPS focusess on improvement phase; however, Lan and
DePuy (2006) incorporate memory into construction phase of Meta-RaPS to solve the set
covering problem. Lan and DePuy (2006) models two techniques to incorporate memory
mechanisms into Meta-RaPS, which are priority rules based on element of fitness and partial
construction. Incorporating element fitness into priority rules designs the priority rule as a
function of the element fitness, where a parameter controls the influence of the element
fitness. As the number of iterations increases, the mechanism receives more information
about each job. The partial construction approach locks some jobs based on previous
iterations. So, only few numbers of data need to be chosen in order to complete the solution,
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making it work faster. Compared to the first method, this second method is simpler, as it does
not require any additional fitness calculations. Moreover, it seems like partial construction
leads to better results when compared to priority rules with element fitness.

In this thesis, the secondary goal is to incorporate memory into the construction phase of
Meta-RaPS and solve the thesis problem using a simple construction rule. Meta-RaPS with
memory has not been implemented on unrelated parallel machine with multi-objectives.
Pareto frontier solutions are generated with memory Meta-RaPS and the results are compared
with no-memory Meta-RaPS. It is anticipated that memory Meta-RaPS will be able to
generate good solutions by just utilizing the construction phase. Summary of literature is
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Literature Review Table
Literature Review Table
Categories
Source

Parallel Machine Environment

Objective Function

Identical Homogenous Unrelated ΣCj Uj Cmax ΣTj ΣEj Lmax ΣFj Tmax Emax Σ(Tj+Ej) GA GRASP Memtic MOPSO Heuristic NSGA-II SA Memory Meta-Raps

Baesler & Cristian Palma (2014)

✔

✔ ✔

Bandyopadhyay & Bhattacharya (2013)

✔

✔ ✔
✔

Chyu & Chang (2010)
Cochran, Horng, & Fowler (2003)

✔

Eren (2009)

✔

✔
✔

✔

Gao (2010)

✔
✔
✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔
✔

Kayvanfar, Komaki, Aalaei, & Zandieh (2014)
Li, Amodeo, Yalaoui, & Chechade (2012)

Approach

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

Lin, Pfund, & Fowler (2013)

✔

✔

Moghaddam, Taheri, Bazzazi, Izadi, & Sassani (2009)

✔

✔ ✔

Nogueira, Arroyo, Villadiego, & Goncalves (2014)

✔

Rabadi, Moraga, & Salem (2006)

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔
✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

Lan and DePuy (2006)
Torabi, Sahebjamnia, Mansouri, & Bajestani (2013)

✔

Dcoutho (2015)

✔

✔ ✔
✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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CHAPTER 3

META-RAPS

This section discusses the Meta-RaPS methodology used to solve the unrelated parallel
machine scheduling problem with minimizing total weighted tardiness and total weighted
completion time. The execution of Meta-RaPS is controlled by using four parameters: the
number of iterations (I), the priority percentage (p), the restriction percentage (r), and the
improvement percentage (i). The number of constructed feasible solutions is determined by the
number of iterations. In general, a construction heuristic builds a solution by systematically
adding feasible items to the current solution. The item with the best priority value is added to the
current solution. With both p and r parameters, Meta-RaPS modifies the way a general
construction heuristic chooses the next item to add to the solution by occasionally choosing a job
that does not have the best priority value. In addition, a solution improvement algorithm can be
included in Meta-RaPS by using the i parameter. Once a solution has been constructed, MetaRaPS may proceed to improve it further through neighborhood search algorithms; this is the
improvement phase of Meta-RaPS. The improvement heuristic is performed if the objective
value of the construction phase’s solution value is below the threshold δ, determined by I and
the range between both best and worst unimproved solution values found so far. Finally, the best
solution from all iterations is reported (S*and f(S*)). Meta-RaPS framework is shown in Figure 2.
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In general, Meta-RaPS can be summarized using the following pseudo-code, assuming a
minimization problem:
I: number of iterations
p: priority percentage
r: restriction percentage
i: improvement percentage
S: current schedule
f(S): current objective function
S*: best schedule
f(S*): best objective function value
B: best constructed solution so far
W: worst constructed solution so far
δ: threshold on the objective function to accept current solution for improvement

Figure 2. Meta-RaPS framework

1: Set I, p, r, i, S*= Ø, and f(S*)= INF; B=inf; W=-inf;
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2: Repeat I times
3:

S= construction (p, r);

4:

Update (B, W);

5:

If f(S) ˂ δ (i, B, W)

6:

S= local_search (S);

7:

End

8:

Update (S*, f(S*));

9: End

In the rest of this chapter, Section 3.1 describes the steps of ATC-bi heuristic. Section 3.2
discusses the modification of ATC-bi heuristic in order to incorporate it into the construction
phase of Meta-RaPS.

3.1 ATC-BI HEURISTIC FOR UNRELATED PARALLEL MACHINE MOSP

As stated earlier, Lin et. al. (2013) developed ATC-bi heuristics to solve the problem of
unrelated parallel machine scheduling with the goal of minimizing total weighted tardiness
and total weighted completion time. ATC-bi heuristics uses Apparent Tardiness Cost (ATC),
which is a composite dispatching rule that solves the problem of single-machine scheduling
with total weighted tardiness. ATC is a combination of weighted shortest processing time
first, earliest due date first and minimal slack. ATC-bi heuristic modifies ATC by adding a
machine selection criterion. The ATC-bi heuristic is explained as follows:

S: current schedule
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f(S): current objective function value
Ja: set of unscheduled jobs
j*: job with maximum

index value

dj: due date of job j
pij: processing time of job j on machine i
ti: load on machine i
wj: weight of job j
M: set of machine

1: Set S= Ø, Ja= {1,…..,n} and M = {1,….m}
2: Determine the first available machine i* such that

3: Calculate

=

for each job j, where
(

4: Select the job j* such that

=

5: For job j*, find machine i** such that

)

.

{

i** does not exist, then calculate i** as i** = argmin1≤ i ≤ m (ti+
6: Assign j* to machine i**; update S and delete j* from Ja
7: If Ja = Ø, then STOP, else report S and f(S) and go to Step 2

}. If
)
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Step 2 selects the machine with minimum work load. Step 3 calculates

value for each

job j based on the processing time of job j on machine i. In Step 4 the job j* with maximum
index value

is selected. In Step 5, weighted completion time of job j* is minimized by

scheduling the job j* on to machine i**, which is the fastest machine capable of completing the
job j*, thereby making it less tardy. Heuristic stops if all the jobs are assigned, else goes back
to step 2. Further discussion and detailed steps of ATC-bi could be found in Lin et. al. (2013).

3.2 MODIFIED ATC-BI HEURISTIC FOR META-RAPS

In this application, only the construction phase of Meta-RaPS is used to solve the
proposed problem. Since a good constructed solution leads to good improved solutions, it
makes sense to design a good Meta-RaPS construction phase that could eventually eliminate
the possibility of using the improvement phase.

Meta-RaPS increases the probability to generate better results by incorporating
randomness into any dispatching rule. ATC-bi heuristic fitted into Meta-RaPS framework is
shown below.

S: current schedule
f(S): current objective function value
Ja: set of unscheduled jobs
j*: job with maximum

index value

dj: due date of job j
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pij: processing time of job j on machine i
ti: load on machine i
wj: weight of job j
M: set of machine
I: number of iterations

1: Repeat I times Steps 1 through 15
2: Set S= Ø, Ja= {1,…..,n} and M = {1,….m}

3: Generate a random number RN ˜ u [0, 1]
4: Determine the first available machine i* such that

5: Calculate

=min1≤ i ≤ m

for each job j ϵ Ja, where
)

(

6: If RN ≤ p/100, then go to Step 7, else go to Step 9
7: Select the job j* such that

=

8: For job j*, find machine i** such that

{

i**, does not exist, then calculate i** as i** = argmin1≤ i ≤ m (ti+

9: Calculate a threshold
and

; where

}. If
); go to Step 14

10: Form a candidate list CL in such a way:

{

|

}
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11: Select j* randomly from CL

12: Calculate a threshold
and u = argmax1≤ i ≤ m (ti+

; where v = argmin1≤ i ≤ m (ti+

)

)

13: Form a candidate list WCL in such a way:

{

|

}

14: Select i** randomly from WCL
15: Assign j* to machine i**; update S and delete j* from Ja
16: If Ja = Ø, then STOP, else report S and f(S) and go to Step 3

17: If repeated I times then Stop, else go to Step 2

Meta-RaPS modifies ATC-bi heuristic at Step 6 by using parameter p. In Step 6 if the
random number is less than p then Meta-RaPS performs ATC-bi heuristic, which is Step 7
and Step 8. In Step 6, if the random number is greater than p then Meta-RaPS uses a modified
ATC-bi heuristic which are Steps 9-14. In Step 9 a limit L is calculated based on the
index. In Step 10 a list CL is formed with jobs whose index

is less than the limit L. In Step

11 a job j* is randomly selected from the CL. Similarly, in Step 12 and Step 13 limit WL is
calculated based on machine load and randomly a machine m is selected. If the tardiness of
job j* on machine m is less than WL then the job j* is assigned to the machine i**. Meta-RaPS
modify ATC-bi in a simple way to generate promising results. The results and comparison
between ATC-bi heuristic and ATC-bi Meta-RaPS are discussed in Chapter 4. The flowchart
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representation of ATC-bi Meta-RaPS overview is shown in Figure 3 and detailed construction
rule is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. ATC-bi Meta-RaPS framework

This thesis uses only construction phase of Meta-RaPS to solve the thesis problem. The
improvement phase with local search capabilities is completely avoided thereby making it
fair to compare the performance of ATC-bi Meta-RaPS with ATC-bi heuristic since both
approach only has construction mechanism.
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Set I = 0, r, p, Ja ={1,……,n}

Initialize Load, L=0; for all
machines and Generate a random
number R

R <= p
Select next job j* to be
Scheduled using ATC-Bi
Heuristics such that j* ϵ Ja

Calculate Range = (highest ATC job value –
minimum ATC job value) for jobs ϵ Ja

Calculate Limit = highest ATC job value – (Range * r)
Schedule Job j* on the
selected machine and
Update Load L
Find a job j* such that
ATC-bi value >= Limit

Schedule Job j* on to
selected machine and
Update Load L

Remove j* b from Ja

Yes
Ja ≠ 0

No
Increment I by 1

No
I= N

Yes
Stop

Figure 4. ATC-bi Meta-RaPS construction phase
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CHAPTER 4

MEMORY IN META-RAPS

One of the goals of this thesis is to incorporate memory into the construction phase of
Meta-RaPS so as to increase the capability of generating good solutions with less number of
iterations. This chapter discusses the design of memory mechanism in the construction phase of
Meta-RaPS. The memory technique implemented is partial construction based on memory a list.

4.1 META-RAPS CONSTRUCTION WITH MEMORY FOR

∑

∑

The Meta-RaPS construction phase is enhanced with memory, and the objective is to
show how well Meta-RaPS generates good solutions with less iterations. Such an approach
reduces the computational time as it uses only the construction phase by saving the time spent
on improvement phase (local search). A simple construction mechanism is used in this section
which is a combination of Weighted Shortest Processing Time (WSPT) , WEDD and
Minimum Slack Rule (MS); the procedure is described below.
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Construction Mechanism

This approach uses WSPT and WEDD to select a particular job and uses MS to select the
machine for that particular job as the basic construction rule, but another factor mix
determines the selection of construction rule. For mix percentage of time, the approach uses
WSPT as the construction rule and the rest of the time (1─ mix) it uses WEDD to construct
solutions. Both WSPT and WEDD rules are incorporated within Meta-RaPS framework. An
overall view of this approach is shown in Figure 5.

Initialize Load,L=0;for all machines

Machine {1,……,m]
Jobs {1,………,n}

Select a machine i from
(1,….,m) with min Load

Yes

No
If
rand<mix

Yes

No

If rand<p/100

Yes

If rand<p/100

Select job using WSPT

Select job using
Modified WSPT

Select job using
WEDD

Select Machine i
using Minimum
Slack Rule

Select Machine i
using Modified
Minimum Slack
Rule

Select Machine i
using Minimum
Slack Rule

Mechanism I
Memory Module

Yes

If all jobs
Assigned

Assign selected job
to machine I and
Update load

No

Select job using
Modified WEDD

Select Machine i
using Modified
Minimum Slack
Rule

Mechanism II
No

Figure 5. Construction mechanism with memory
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In mechanism I, Meta-RaPS uses WSPT rule as its basic procedure and focuses on
reducing total weighted completion time. However, for p percentage of time it selects job j
with minimum
{

ratio and the job j* is assigned to machine i* where it has minimum
}, whereas for the rest of the time (1-p) it randomly selects a job whose

values are within an r percentage out of the range of the ratio above the

value, which

is the modified WSPT rule. The selected job j* is randomly assigned to machine i whose
{

} values are within r percentage out of the range of slack

above {

|

}. Flowchart of mechanism I is shown in Figure 6.

In mechanism II, Meta-RaPS uses WEDD rule as its basic procedure and focuses on
reducing total weighted tardiness. However, for p percentage of time it selects job j with
minimum

ratio and the job j* is assigned to machine i* where it has minimum {
}, whereas for rest of the time (1-p) it randomly selects a job whose

within an r percentage out of the range of ratio above the

value; This is modified WEDD

rule. The selected job j* is randomly assigned to machine i whose {
are within r percentage out of the range of slack above {

values are

|

} values
}. Flowchart of

mechanism II is shown in Figure 7.

For each iteration I, a schedule S is generated using mechanism I and mechanism II fitted
in Meta-RaPS framework. Once a complete schedule S is generated, then the memory module
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START

Set I = 0, r, p, mix, Ja
={1,……,n}, M= {1,…..m}

Y

Z

If rand<mix

Select Machine i* with
minimum load

YES

Rand <= p/100

NO

Calculate,

Select job j* such that job j*
has minimium
Range = (h – l)

L = l + (Range *r/100)

Select Machine i** such that

Randomly select a job j*
from CL

X
Calculate,

RangeM = (u – v)

Randomly select a job i**
from WCL

K = v + (RangeM *r/100)

Figure 6. Mechanism I
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Y

Calculate the ratio Kj = dj/wj for
each job j ϵ Jai

Yes

No

Rand <= p/100

Select the job j* such that
j* has minimium K j*

Calculate,

Range = (h – l)

Select Machine i** such that

EL = l + (Range *r/100)

Randomly select a job j*
from ECL

Calculate,

X

RangeM = (u – v)

K = v + (RangeM *r/100)

Randomly select a job i**
from WCL

Assign j* to machine i**

Update S and delete j*
from Jai

If Ja = 0
No
U

Figure 7. Mechanism II

YES
Z
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becomes active. Memory module calculates a contribution value for each job j towards
objective function as shown in equation (9).

(9)

where

is final objective function value for schedule S and

job j towards final objective function. In this case
(wj Tj) and

is the contribution of

will be weighted tardiness of job j

will be weighted completion time of job j (wj Cj).

schedule S* with current best objective function value f(S*)

is stored

Whenever a schedule S is generated in iteration IM with objective value

for the
in the memory.
such that

then ratios of both schedules are compared to calculate an index as shown in
equation 10.

{

}

(10)

Let job j* be the job with maximum index; that means schedule location of j* played a
key role to bring down the objective function value from

to

. Hence, the current

schedule information of the job j* in S is stored in the memory. The memory used here is
like a list which contains a machine number and location number for each job stored. Now
for the next iteration IM+1 job j* is scheduled based on the information stored in the
memory and job j* is deleted from the set of unscheduled jobs. Thus a partial schedule is
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constructed using memory, and the rest of jobs are then scheduled using the construction
mechanism described earlier (detail of this approach is described below).

Pseudo Code

Ja: set of unscheduled jobs

S: current schedule

dj: due date of job j

f1(S): current objective function 1

pij: processing time of job j on machine i

f2(S): current objective function 2

ti: load on machine i

Tw(S): set of Twj based on schedule S

wj: weight of job j

Cw(S): set Cwj based on schedule S

M: set of machine
m_s: set of jobs in memory

S*: best schedule

jil: job j in set m_s that should be scheduled

f1(S*): best objective function 1 value

on machine i in location l

f2(S*): best objective function 2 value

Tj: tardiness of job j in schedule S

Tw(S*): set of Twj based on schedule

Cj: completion time of job j in schedule S
Twj: ratio for job j given by 𝑤𝑗 𝑇𝑗 𝑓
Cwj: ratio for job j is given by

Cw(S*): set Cwj based on schedule S*

𝑆

𝑤𝑗 𝐶𝑗

S*

𝑓 𝑆

1: Set m_i = 1, m_s= Ø and m_limit; repeat I times Steps 2 to 46
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2: S= Ø, Ja= {1,…..,n}, M = {1,….m}, Tw(S) = Ø and Cw(S) = Ø

3: If m_s = Ø, then go to Step 6 else go to Step 4
4: For each job jil ϵ m_s assign to machine m in location l; update S and ti where i ϵ M
5: Delete job jil ϵ m_s from Ja such that jil = j, where j ϵ Ja
6: Determine the first available machine i* such that

=min1≤ i ≤ m

7: If random number RN< 0.5, go to Step 8, else go to Step 20

8: If random number RN< p/100, go to Step 9, else go to Step 13

9: Calculate

for each job j ϵ Ja, where

10: Select the job j* such that

=

11: For job j*, find machine i** such that
12: Assign j* to machine i**; update S,

{

}.

and delete j* from Ja and go to Step 32

13: Calculate a threshold

, where

and

14: Form a candidate list CL in such a way:

{

|

}
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15: Select j* randomly from CL

16: Calculate a threshold

, where v = argmin1≤ i ≤ m (ti+

and u = argmax1≤ i ≤ m (ti+

)

)

{

17: Form a candidate list WCL in such a way:

|

}

18: Select i** randomly from WCL
19: Assign j* to machine i**; update S,

and delete j* from Ja and go to Step 32

20: If random number RN< p/100, go to Step 21, else go to Step 25

21: Calculate

for each job j ϵ Ja, where

22: Select the job j* such that

=

23: For job j*, find machine i** such that
24: Assign j* to machine i**, update S,

{
and delete j* from Ja and go to step 32

25: Calculate a threshold

, where

26: Form a candidate list ECL in such a way:

{

27: Select j* randomly from ECL

}

and

|

}
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28: Calculate a threshold
and u = argmax1≤ i ≤ m (ti+

, where v = argmin1≤ i ≤ m (ti+
)

29: Form a candidate list WCL in such a way:

{

|

30: Select i** randomly from WCL
31: Assign j* to machine i**; update S,

and delete j* from Ja and go to Step 32

32: If Ja = Ø, then go to Step 33, else go to Step 6
33: If f1(S*) > f1(S) & f2(S*) > f2(S), then go to Step 34 else go to Step 42

34: Calculate

for each job j ϵ S, where

35: Select the job j* such that

=

36: If m_i m_limit, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1

Else assign m_i = 1, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1
37: Update ( f1(S*) , f2(S*), S*, Tw(S*), Cw(S*) )

38: Calculate

)

for each job j ϵ S, where

}
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39: Select the job j* such that

=

40: If m_i m_limit, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1

Else assign m_i = 1, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1

41: Go to Step 51
42: If f1(S*) > f1(S), then go to Step 43 else go to Step 47

43: Calculate

for each job j ϵ S, where

44: Select the job j* such that

=

45: If m_i m_limit, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1

Else assign m_i = 1, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1
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46: Update ( f1(S*) , f2(S*), S*, Tw(S*), Cw(S*) ) and go to Step 51
47: If f2(S*) > f2(S) then go to Step 40 else go to Step 51
48: Calculate IndexCj for each job j ϵ S, where

49: Select the job j* such that

=

50: If m_i m_limit, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1

Else assign m_i = 1, then:
Add j* to set m_s at location m_i and increment m_i by 1
51: Update ( f1(S*) , f2(S*), S*, Tw(S*), Cw(S*) )
52: If repeated I times then stop else go to Step 2

4.2 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section the data from Table 2 will be used in order to go step by step showing
the calculations for the first iteration only.
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Table 3. Numerical Example Data
Job

1

2

3

4

5

6

M1_Pj

59

51

15

90

89

45

M2_Pj

27

6

78

87

35

2

M3_Pj

43

66

53

6

67

86

dj

117

77

28

222

205

243

Wj

9

9

5

6

9

2

Construction Schedule

1: I=5, p=20, r=50, i=0, mix=50; S*=, f(S*) = inf, B = inf, W = -inf, m_i = 1, m_s= Ø and
m_limit = 2
For iteration, I=1
2: Set S=, Ja={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, M = {1, 2, 3}, Tw(S) = Ø and Cw(S) = Ø
3: Since m_s= Ø, go to Step 6
6: First available machine with minimum load: here it is 1 since ties are broke arbitrarily
7: Generate a random number, RN = 0.3. Since RN <=mix/100, 0.3<=0.5, go to Step 8
8: Generate a random number, RN = 0.4. Since RN <=p/100, 0.4<=0.5, go to Step 9
9: Calculate {R11, R12, R13, R14, R15, R16} = {6.56, 5.67,

3.00, 15.00, 9.89,

22.50}

10: Here job 3 has the minimum Rij value, so select job 3 and go to Step 11
11: i** = machine 1, since min { t1 + p13 – d3 ; t2 + p23 – d3; t3+ p33– d3 }= min {-13, 50,
25}=-13
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12: Assign job 3 to machine 1. Update S=\{

{ }
{} ;
{}

t1 = 15; Ja={1, 2, 4, 5, 6}, go to

Step 32
32: Since Ja ≠ , go to Step 6
6: First available machine with minimum load: here it is 2 since ties are broke arbitrarily
7: Generate a random number, RN = 0.7. Since RN <=mix/100, 0.7< 0.5, go to Step 20
20: Generate a random number, RN = 0.2, Since RN <=p/100, 0.2<=0.5, go to Step 21
21: Calculate {K1, K2, K4, K5, K6} = {13,

8.56,

37,

22.78, 121.5}

22: Here job 2 has the minimum Kj value, so select job 2
23: i** = machine 2, since min { t1 + p13 – d3 ; t2 + p23 – d3; t3+ p33– d3 }
= min {-11, -71, -11} =-71
24: Assign job 2 to machine 2. Update S=\{

{ }
{ };
{}

t1 = 15; t2=6 ;Ja={1, 4, 5, 6}, go to

Step 32
32: Since Ja ≠ , go to Step 6
6: First available machine with minimum load, here it is 3
7: Generate a random number, RN = 0.3. Since RN <=mix/100, 0.3<=0.5, go to Step 8
8: Generate a random number, RN = 0.8. Since RN <=p/100, 0.8< 0.5, go to Step 13
13: Threshold L = 6.56 + (22.5 ─ 6.56)*50/100; L = 14.53
{R11, R14, R15, R16} = {6.56, 15.00, 9.89, 22.50}
14: CL = { 1, 5}
15: Since randomly selected job is 5
16: Threshold WL = -164 + (-101─ -164)*50/100; WL = -132.5
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17: WCL = {2, 3}

18: Randomly select machine 3
19: Assign job 5 to machine 3. Update S=\{

{ }
{ }; t1 = 15; t2=6; t3=67 ;Ja={1, 4, 6}, go to
{ }

Step 32
32: Since Ja ≠ , go to Step 6
6: First available machine with minimum load: here it is 2
7: Generate a random number, RN = 0.7. Since RN <=mix/100, 0.7< 0.5, go to Step 20
20: Generate a random number, RN = 0.6. Since RN <=p/100, 0.6< 0.5, go to Step 25
25: Threshold ECL = 13+ (121.5 ─ 13)*50/100; ECL = 67.25
{K1, K4, K6} = {13,

37, 121.5}

26: ECL ={1, 4}
27: Since randomly selected job is 4
28: Threshold WL = -210 + (-117─ -210)*50/100; WL = -163.5
29: WCL = { 3}
30: Randomly select machine 3
31: Assign job 4 to machine 3. Update S=\{
Step 32
32: Since Ja ≠ , go to Step 6

{ }
{ } ; t1 = 15; t2=6; t3=73 ;Ja={1, 6}, go to
{ }
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6: First available machine with minimum load: here it is 1
7: Generate a random number, RN = 0.3. Since RN <=mix/100, 0.3<=0.5, go to Step 8
8: Generate a random number, RN = 0.4. Since RN <=p/100, 0.4<=0.5, go to Step 9
9: Calculate {R11, R16} = {6.56, 22.50}
10: Here job 1 has the minimum Rij value, so select job 1 and go to Step 11
11: i** = machine 2, since min { t1 + p11 – d1 ; t2 + p21 – d1; t3+ p31– d1 }= min {-43, -84, 1}=-84

12: Assign job 1 to machine 2. Update S=\{

{ }
{ };
{ }

t1 = 15; t2=33; t3=73; Ja={6},

go to Step 32
32: Since Ja ≠ , go to Step 6
6: First available machine with minimum load: here it is 3
7: Generate a random number, RN = 0.7. Since RN <=mix/100, 0.7< 0.5, go to Step 20
20: Generate a random number, RN = 0.2. Since RN <=p/100, 0.2<=0.5, go to Step 17
21: Calculate { K6} = {121.5}
22: Here job 6 has the minimum Kj value, so select job 6
23: i** = machine 2, since min { t1 + p16 – d6 ; t2 + p26 – d6; t3+ p36– d6 }
= min {-183,-208,-124} =-208
{ }
19: Assign job 6 to machine 2. Update S=\{

{

};
{

to Step 32
32: Since Ja = , go to Step 33

}

t1 = 15; t2=35; t3=73; Ja={}, go
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{ }
{

Thus, a complete schedule is generated S=\{

} for Iteration I = 1. Total
{

}

weighted tardiness f1(S) = 0; Total Weighted Completion Time f2(S) = 1537. As it is the
Iteration 1
S = S*; f1(S) = f1(S*); f2(S):= f2(S*) and set Tw(S*); Cw(S*)
Here Cw(S*) = [.19, .04, .05, .39, .28, .05]; Tw(S*) = [0 0 0 0 0 0]
{ }
Now in Iteration I = 2 the schedule S= {

{

} ; f1(S) = 0; f2(S) = 1189; Here Cw(S) =
{

}

[.25, .05, .06, .03, .55,.06]; Tw(S) = [0 0 0 0 0 0]

47: Since f2(S) < f2(S*), it goes to Step 48
48: IndexCj = [ (.19-.25), (.04-.05), (.05- .06), (.39-.03), (.28-.55),(.05-.06)]
=[-.06, -.01, -.01, .36, -.27, -.01]
49: j*is job 4 since it has the maximum Index value
50: Memory limit not reached, so add job 4 with machine number 3 and location 1 in memory
51: Update ( f1(S*) , f2(S*), S*, Tw(S*), Cw(S*) )
52: STOP

So for the next iteration I = 3, job 4 will be already scheduled in machine 3 at location 1
and only the rest of the jobs are scheduled using the construction mechanism.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

In this chapter, Section 5.1 discusses the data set used for the thesis. Section 5.2 presents
parameter setting. Setting good parameter values can be a tedious task, especially when there is
more than one parameter to be determined. This chapter presents a method from the literature to
determine parameters for this problem. It does not gurantee an optimal parameter combination
but provides a simple and effective method in determining an appropriate combination. This
chapter also provides results and comparison between ATC-bi heuristic and ATC-bi Meta-RaPS
in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 discusses the results of memory incorporation in Meta-RaPS
construction phase.

5.1 DATA SET

The data sets for the thesis problem are generated using the parameters shown in Table 4
and Lin et.al (2013) use the same parameters to generate job data. The thesis methodology
solves small problems (4m20n) consisting of four machines and twenty jobs as well as large
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problems (10m100n) consisting of ten machines and one hundred jobs. The data set contains a
total of ten instances for each small and large problem.

Table 4. Data Set Parameters
Parameters
Processing Time pij
Weight wj
Due Date dj

Generation Technique
Uniform distribution[1,100]
Uniform distribution[1,10]
Uniform distribution[P(1-T-R/2), P(1-T+R/2)]
where P = ∑ ∑
Relative range of due date, R = 0.4
Tardiness factor, T = 0.8

5.2 PARAMETER SETTING

Meta-RaPS

has four parameters that include priority percentage (%p), restriction

percentage (%r), improvement percentage (%i) and the number of iterations (I). This thesis
only uses construction phase of Meta-RaPS, so improvement percentage (%i) equals zero in
all thesis methodology. The setting of the four above-mentioned parameters of Meta-RaPS
can be done arbitrarily or in a systematic way. In this thesis, parameter setting was done
systematically using the procedure prsesented by Rabadi et al. (2006), who provide the
following general parameter-setting framework:

Step 1: Select a representative subset of problems to analyze from the entire collection of
problems. In this thesis, 10 problem instances for each small problems (four machines and
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20 jobs) as well as large problems (10 machines and 100 jobs) are studied. A subset of one
instance was randomly selected from the 10 instances for both small and large problems.

Step 2: Select the parameter domain over which each parameter will be varied. The domain
for %p and %r was varied over 10%-100% range. For parameters %p and %r, increment
sizes of 10% and 10% were used respectively. The number of iterations (I) was set to
1000 for comparisons.

Step 3: For each problem in the subset, run Meta-RaPS using an appropriate technique for
setting parameters. In this step, first the parameter %r was varied over the domain while
parameters %p is fixed to zero. Then, select the value for %r parameter that resulted in
best results and keep it fixed to that setting. Then vary parameter %p and keep parameter
%r at its best setting.

Step 4: Use the overall best parameter settings obtained in the previous steps for the entire
collection of problems. In this case, the best combination was found to be %p = 50, %r =
50 and iterations were 1000.

Sensitivity of Meta-RaPS solution to parameter p and r are shown in Figure 8. Data instance
2 solved using ATC-bi Meta-RaPS is shown below. Only a few combinations of the
parameters are shown in the Figure 8 but it clearly shows the effect of parameter p and r on
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the solution Paretofrontier, so it is essential to set the parameters using the above procedure
for Meta-RaPS.

Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
700

Total Weighted Tardiness

600
500
p=.5;r=.5
p=.2; r = .7

400

p=.7; r=.2
300

p=.7;r=.7
p=.2;r=.2

200
100
5200

5700

6200

6700

7200

Total Weighted Completion Time

Figure 8. Sensitivity analysis p and r

5.3 ATC-BI META-RAPS RESULTS

ATC-bi Meta-RaPS was used to solve both small and large problem sets. The set of small
problems consist of ten instances of four machines and 20 jobs, whereas the large problem set
consists of ten instances of 10 machines and 100 jobs. The algorithm was coded in MATLAB,
and experiments were run on an Intel i7 personal computer. Results from ATC-bi Meta-RaPS
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were compared with those of ATC-bi heuristic, shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The scaling
parameter K (intrinsic to ATC-bi) was set to values (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2). All the Meta-RaPS
experiments were executed at parameter values p=0.5, r=0.5, I =1000 and i = 0 for each K
value. ATC-bi heuristics generate only one solution corresponding to each K value as it is a
greedy heuristic, whereas ATC-bi Meta-RaPS is capable of generating one or more nondominated solution as it incorporates randomness into the greedy heuristic.

ATC-bi heuristic was run for each of the four K values, thereby generating four solutions
and only the non-dominated solutions from this set are shown in results Table 5 and Table 6.
For a K value, ATC-bi Meta-RaPS was run for 250 iterations and all the 250 solutions are
stored in a global variable. Since four K values (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2) are used for this experiment,
there will be a total of 1000 iterations of ATC-bi Meta-RaPS and all the results are stored in
the global variable. Results for small problem instances are shown in Table 5, and for large
problem instances, results are shown in Table 6.

Table 5. Non-Dominated Solutions for 4m20n Set
[Total Weighted Tardiness, Total Weighted Completion Time]
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

ATC-bi
[108, 6107]
[0, 5133]
[200, 4955] [147, 6908] [173, 6199]
[24, 5377]
[267, 5903] [243, 6370]
[109, 4730]
[0, 7320]
[387, 6872]
[0, 3356]
[28, 4730]

[108, 5872]
[0, 5028]
[147, 6750]
[24, 5161]
[213, 5762]
[109, 4638]
[0, 6817]
[300, 6533]
[0, 3153]
[28, 4289]

ATC-bi Meta-RaPS
[111, 5867] [117, 5775] [137, 5669]
[60, 5024] [75, 4658]
[153, 6207] [173, 6130] [180, 4931] [200, 4414]
[222, 5741] [243, 5347] [267, 5160] [330, 4919] [344, 4897]

[308, 6152] [317, 5646] [323, 5627] [434, 5542] [612, 5438]
[52, 4274]
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Pareto frontier for small problem instance
650
600

Total Weighted Tardiness

550
500
450
ATC-bi Meta-RaPS

400

ATC-bi

350
300
250
200
5200

5700

6200

6700

7200

Total Weighted Completion Time

Figure 9. Pareto frontier results for Instance 8 for small problems

Table 6. Non-Dominated Solutions for 10m100n Set
[Total Weighted Tardiness, Total Weighted Completion Time]
Instance
ATC-bi
1
[8, 32123]
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[0, 29772]
[240, 34368]
[240, 35193]
[312, 33200]
[24, 25578] [24, 24816]
[0, 29062]
[0, 27832]
[0, 38121]
[0, 36162]
[0, 29883]
[0, 28683]
[84, 27105] [84, 26247]
[161, 31408] [77, 30506]
[0, 33076]
[0, 32172]
[32, 27349] [32, 26191]

ATC-bi Meta-RaPS
[264, 34179] [276, 33377] [288, 33286] [300, 33231]
[324, 32476] [330, 32415] [342, 32077] [354, 32051]

[90, 25966]
[161, 30428]
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Pareto frontier for large problem instance
380
360

Total Weighted Tardiness

340
320
300
ATC-bi Meta-RaPS

280

ATC-bi
260
240
220
200
31500 32000 32500 33000 33500 34000 34500 35000 35500
Total Weighted Completion Time

Figure 10. Pareto frontier results for Instance 2 for large problems

In this experiment, four K values are used (0.1, 0.5, 1, 2), so correspondingly four
solutions are generated, but the analysis in this thesis is carried out by Pareto frontiers, so only
non-dominating solutions are selected and ATC-bi was able to generate only one nondominating solution. However, ATC-bi Meta-RaPS was capable to generate multiple nondominating solutions as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. The results clearly show that
incorporation of randomness into ATC-bi heuristic by Meta-RaPS generates better results. For
all the ten instances ATC-bi Meta-RaPS generates promising solution compared to ATC-bi
heuristic.
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5.4 META-RAPS WITH MEMORY RESULTS

Memory Meta-RaPS effectiveness is tested with two experiments. In the first experiment
memory Meta-RaPS is used to solve the thesis problem and the results are compared with
other methodologies implemented in this thesis. In the second experiment, results of memory
Meta-RaPS is compared with no-memory Meta-RaPS. The set of small problems consist of
ten instances of four machines and 20 jobs, whereas large problem set of ten instances of 10
machines and 100 jobs. The algorithm was coded in MATLAB, and experiments were run on
an Intel i7 personal computer. The mixing parameter mix was set to values (0.1, 0.3, .5, .9).

Memory Capacity Setting

The rationale behind setting the memory capacity was that the capacity should not be too
large, thereby disabling the randomness ability of Meta-RaPS to construct a solution, but at
the same time memory should not be too small such that Meta-RaPS is not directed to a good
feasible region. In this thesis memory capacity over a range (10% - 40%) was used to solve
the thesis problem and empirically the best performing memory capacity was selected. A
memory capacity of four jobs was used for small-scale problems and capacity of 20 jobs for
large-scale problems which is 25% of the total number of jobs.
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Experiment I

The effectiveness of memory Meta-RaPS design is compared with ATC-bi Meta-RaPS
and ATC-bi heuristic as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. All the Meta-RaPS experiments
were executed at parameter values p=0.5, r=0.5, I =1000 and i = 0. Results for small problem
instances are shown in Table 7 and large problem instances are shown in Table 8.

Pareto frontier for small problem instance
650
600

Total Weighted Tardiness

550
500
450
Memory Meta-RaPS
400

ATC-bi Meta-RaPS
ATC-bi

350
300
250
200
4000

4500

5000

5500

6000

6500

7000

Total Weighted Completion Time

Figure 11. Pareto frontier results for Instance 8 for small problems
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Table 7. Memory Meta-RaPS Non-Dominated Solutions for 4m20n Set
[Total Weighted Tardiness, Total Weighted Completion Time]
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[716, 4725]
[131, 5486]
[129, 4089]
[379, 3617]
[252, 4241]
[32, 4387]
[714, 4496]
[330, 5167]
[313, 4117]
[0, 6215]
[560, 4624]
[105, 2597]
[86, 3261]

Memory Meta-RaPS
[313, 5123] [163, 5125] [148, 5355] [157, 5434]
[108, 5671]
[84, 4187] [45, 4237] [0, 4342]
[321, 3763] [312, 3781] [288, 3940] [276, 3954]
[174, 5416]

[383, 4752]
[111, 5519]
[120, 4177]
[331, 3733]
[174, 4506]
[24, 4571]
[537, 4664] [425, 4747] [387, 4971] [384, 5029] [348, 5109]
[213, 5258]
[109, 4142]
[454, 5016] [317, 5208] [309, 5570] [308, 6056]
[65, 2605] [40, 2710] [0, 2719]
[62, 3301] [28, 3404]

Pareto frontier for large problem instance
400

Total Weighted Tardiness

380
360
340
320
300

Memory Meta-RaPS

280

ATC-bi Meta-RaPS

260

ATC-bi

240
220
200
22000 24000 26000 28000 30000 32000 34000 36000
Total Weighted Completion Time

Figure 12. Pareto frontier results for Instance 2 for large problems
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Table 8.Memory Meta-RaPS Non-Dominated Solutions for 10m100n Set
[Total Weighted Tardiness, Total Weighted Completion Time]
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Memory Meta-RaPS
[8, 33190] [0, 42912] [2, 42063]
[240, 27179] [252, 26574] [270, 26055] [294, 25889] [300, 24629] [342, 24562] [372, 24159]
[144, 19958] [24, 22989]
[552, 23008] [300, 23064] [117, 23270] [0, 23586]
[0, 27066]
[75, 23694] [40, 25144] [30, 25258] [12, 25315] [0, 26068]
[90, 22011] [84, 22753]
[77, 32795]
[0, 24539]
[119, 18923] [32, 19216]

In Figure 12, large-problem memory Meta-RaPS also attained same total weighted
tardiness as compared to ATC-bi Meta-RaPS and ATC-bi heuristic but there is significant
reduction in the total weighted completion time, which could be referred to as a partially
dominating solution. It would be unfair to compare memory Meta-RaPS with ATC-bi MetaRaPS and ATC-bi since the latter do not use memory module, but this comparison is done just
to show the ability of memory to enhance construction phase of Meta-RaPS.

Experiment II

The effectiveness of memory Meta-RaPS to solve the problem of unrelated parallel
machine with objectives total weighted tardiness and total weighted completion time is
proven with the results below but it is necessary to show how memory enhances the MetaRaPS consturction phase. Comparisons are made for memory Meta-Raps and no-memory
Meta-RaPS. No-memory Meta-RaPS uses the exact same construction mechanism as memory
Meta-RaPS. The Pareto frontier comparison for large-instance problem amd small instances
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are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. Results for small-problem instances are shown in Table
9 and large problem instances are shown in Table 10.

Table 9. Memory Meta-RaPS Non-Dominated Solutions for 4m20n Set
[Total Weighted Tardiness, Total Weighted Completion Time]
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[315, 3680]
[108, 4244]
[310, 4947]
[234, 5151]
[1372, 4649]
[1221, 5173]
[52, 4533]
[912, 5684]
[375, 3602]
[160, 3700]

Without Memory Meta-RaPS
[229, 6320] [176, 6696] [93, 11146]
[102, 4398] [0, 4764]
[293, 5038] [288, 9719]
[34, 5797] [0, 9427]
[650, 4853] [550, 5641] [403, 6506] [295, 7504]
[595, 5685] [279, 6109]
[0, 5865]
[314, 5768] [214, 7602]
[276, 4560] [255, 5452] [45, 5575] [0, 7656]
[142, 4740] [4, 4871]

Pareto frontier for small problem instance
1000

Total Weighted Tardiness

900
800
700
600
500

Memory Meta-RaPS

400

No Memory Meta-RaPS

300
200
100
0
4500

5500

6500

7500

8500

Total Weighted Completion Time

Figure 13. Pareto frontier results for Instance 8 for small problems
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Pareto-frontier for large problem instance
800

Total Weighted Tardiness

700
600
500

Memory Meta-RaPS
No Memory Meta-RaPS

400
300
200
22000

27000
32000
Total Weighted Completion Time

37000

Figure 14. Pareto frontier results for Instance 2 for large problems

Table 10. Memory Meta-RaPS Non-Dominated Solutions for 10m100n Set
[Total Weighted Tardiness, Total Weighted Completion Time]
Instance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[62, 28891]
[796, 29135]
[60, 27619]
[54, 29678]
[138, 32581]
[0, 31103]
[506, 27639]
[653, 28071]
[162, 30034]
[743, 24906]

[53, 30613]
[546, 30212]
[32, 28212]
[12, 32364]
[24, 33964]

Without Memory Meta-RaPS
[33, 31537] [0, 32282]
[351, 32932] [306, 33367] [240, 34097]
[24, 28218]
[0, 32764]
[0, 34136]

[288, 28123] [272, 30581] [153, 31205] [84, 31890]
[265, 28583] [168, 28559] [77, 30705]
[156, 30929] [0, 31399]
[32, 25633]
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Memory Meta-RaPS was able to generate good results when compared to Meta-RaPS
without memory. This clearly shows that enhancing construction phase with memory would
provide better results in Meta-RaPS. The Pareto frontiers in Figure 14 show that even though
memory module directs the solution to feasible regions, still the Pareto spread is not widen
enough. This limitation in spread of Pareto frontiers could be overcome with relaxation in
memory module. Many relaxation rules could be applied to the memory module and one of
such relaxation rule is suggested in this thesis for future research. If a job U has been in the
memory for a certain number of iterations T, then that job U has played a key role in
directing a major percentage of the solution search. So in iteration (T +1), if job U is
forcefully removed from the memory, then memory-Meta-RaPS would be headed to a
different search direction for solutions, thereby resulting in more diverse Pareto frontiers.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis Meta-RaPS construction phase was implemented to solve the unrelated
parallel machine scheduling problem with minimization of both total weighted tardiness and
total weighted completion time. Meta-RaPS algorithm uses ATC-bi heuristic as its underlying
mechanism to construct solutions. Meta-RaPS displays high flexibility by using only a
construction phase to generate very good non-dominated solutions. Meta-RaPS is easy to
implement as it modifies another heuristic in a simple way to generate better results. MetaRaPS algorithm seems to be a flexible and efficient meta-heuristics for its simplicity in the
construction process. A good dispatching or composite dispatching rule-based Meta-RaPS
algorithm can provide high-quality solutions for the multi-objective unrelated parallel
machine scheduling problem.

Additionally, in this thesis memory mechanism is incorporated into the construction phase
of Meta-RaPS with application to the unrelated parallel machine scheduling problem with the
goal of minimizing total weighted tardiness and total weighted completion time. The area of
incorporating memory into construction phase of Meta-RaPS is not well explored.
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In this thesis memory mechanism was implemented successfully and results obtained are
better when compared to a no memory version of Meta-RaPS as well as ATC-bi Meta-RaPS.

6.1 FUTURE RESEARCH

The methodologies proposed in this thesis could be used to solve with other combinations
of objective functions such as Cmax, or number of tardy jobs (Uj). Identifying an optimal
parameter setting for memory capacity may be investigated in the future. Moreover, it is
desirable to create new construction mechanisms for the problem solved in this thesis.
Additionally, the improvement phase of Meta-RaPS may be implemented in future studies.

The methodologies developed in this thesis can be tested against Meta-RaPS with
improvement phase or any known local search heuristics, thereby giving better insight of
memory usage in construction phase. Multi-objective problems are common in practice, so
the suggested algorithm can be applied on any real-world application such as a sawmill
industry.

Postanalysis of a Pareto frontier is critical for decision makers and one such analysis
approach is explained here. A practical factor could be assigned to each non-dominated
schedule. For example, a few machines would perform better than other machines due to
factors such as age, location, etc. The decision analysis approach would assign high practical
factor value for a schedule which has higher utilization of efficient machines when compared
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to the other less efficient machines. Thus, the approach helps the decision maker to select a
schedule that would achieve desired goals under practical conditions. The practical factor is
similar to the utility factor in decision-making analysis and many such approaches for analysis
of Pareto frontiers could be explored in future for multi-objective scheduling problems.
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